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Isaac Destris
Isaac Destris

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Age: 25
Zodiac Sign: Aeries

Height: 1.7 Meters
Weight: 157 lb.

Organization: Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia–Engineering Corps
Occupation: Tech Sentry

Rank: Cadet Recruit
Current Placement: –

Isaac Destris in Roleplay

Isaac Destris is a player character played by Truth and is currently involved in the Cirrus Station plot.

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'7'' Mass: 157 lb.

Build and Skin Color: Isaac has a white tone to his skin mixed in with a slight tan feature. He is of a
normal build, somewhat muscular, but not built in anyway.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Isaac has a clean face, and a gaunt face feature, with a strong chin.
His eyes bare the color of hazel.

Hair Color and Style: His hair is a dark brown, with a few black streaks in the front. It is styled in a
cropped hair style, short and barely reaching the top of the forehead.

Distinguishing Features: Isaac has a small scar on the edge of his thin lips.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Isaac is a quiet fellow with a few things to say here and there. Constructive and always
thinking, Isaac is also a patient man. He tends to lean more towards a serious aspect at anything. Yet,
under the cold exterior, he has a kind soul, one who is always willing to help a friend in need.

Likes: Time alone, working, a good challenge or puzzle. Classical music and secretly the chance of
adventure. Dislikes: Surprises, people who talk to much, inaction, showing off. Goals: Isaac simply
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wants to be useful in life, he wants to work and do what he can for Nepleslia. He also wants to stand out
above the crowd.

History

Family (or Creators)

Joseph Destris, Iyssa Destris (Mother & Father)

Pre-RP

Isaac was born on a space station on the edge of Nepleslian border. He was a spacer child. He was also
the child of a technician and a merchant. So, he was raised by traveling to many different stations and
colonies, learning from experience rather than the guidance of his parents. As he grew up and with time,
he earned the attention of his parents and with that the teachings of his father on basic machinery,
mostly simply combustion engines and parts. Soon, Isaac found his way to the computer side of
technology learning the basics of how to operate one and then moving on to hacking techniques,
communications and the ability to repair these parts.

Isaac soon left the care of his parents and left on a shuttle to the nearest space station, he found himself
closer to Nepleslia than before. Isaac always liked Nepleslia, despite the fact that it contained the rich
and poor alike. It always brought a homey feeling to him (He still is a Nepleslian although born on a
station). He took a job up as a technicians assistant and apprentice. He worked for him about two or so
years, turning the age of 21. From that, he learned the finer points of a space station's systems: Comm
systems, Life Support, Hull build/protection and a bit on automated weapons systems.

Next, his employer sent him to Nepleslia, to a small technical corporation who designed armor sets,
power armor and weapons. With this, he learned about all listed. In this time, he became an expert on
technical equipment on the like. It took him three more years to do this task. At this age, he went to join
the Nepleslia Military. So, in the progress of a year, he completed basic training and joined the
Engineering Corps, ready to take his place in the world.

Skills

Physical

Isaac roamed around in the small openings in the backward allys and ventilation systems of the space
stations and in his jobs, also the lifting of heavy equipment lead to some muscular build.
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Maintenance and Repair

Isaac learned on his journeys a variety of skills needed to maintain and repair equipment and machinery;
Power armor, combustion systems, computer/node systems, weapons and ship systems and builds.

Mathematics

He is familiar in all the mathematical equations and procedures needed to build, fix, modify equipment,
machinery and systems. Although, he'd rather let a calculator do that job.

Engineering

Isaac learned to modify equiment and weapons in his corporation days and learned how to build armors,
weapons, basic parts for vehicles with his initiate days in the Engineering corps. This is not one of his
strong suites.

Communications

Isaac is skilled in writing, reading, using communication systems and headsets.

Humanities

While traveling to many places across the galaxy, he learned to keep his mouth shut and keep his
emotions to himself. At the same time, he learned how to break the cultural barriers and even becoming
a simple gentleman. He rarely uses talking to solve his solutions.

Technology Operation

As said in his History section, Isaac is somewhat skilled in the operation of computer and nodal systems.
He even knows a few things about networking and the art of hacking.

Inventory

Uniform

2 Pullover shirt, green, with rank patches on shoulder pads and name plate

4 T-Shirts, white
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4 underwear, white

2 Khaki cargo pants

1 Beret, green, with flash patch

1 pair gloves, leather, black

1 pair boots, black (or khaki)

6 pair boot Socks, white

1 Belt, dark brown

Bunkwear

2 Tank tops, green, with fleet number on the right chest

2 Pairs of ankle length pajama pants, khaki

1 Pair of boots, black

Workout/Swim

2 form fitting tank tops, with fleet number on the right chest, Black

2 Work-out shorts, khaki

1 Pair of trunks, green, fleet number on right leg

Weapons/Accessories

1 Rocket Pistol belt, black, with RPB holster

1 Rocket Pistol, NAM 12mm RPB Pistol, with 2 extra regular round magazines

1 pair identification tags, metal, with name and hometown

1 Canteen, 1 quart

1 AwesomeCorp DataJockey

1 Wallet with the Marine Corps Insignia plated on it.

Engineering Equipment

Collection of Tools (Simple)

ever_suit
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Finances

Isaac Destris is currently a Cadet Recruit in the Star Military of the Democratic Imperium of
Nepleslia–Engineering Corps. He receives a weekly salary of -50 DA- per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS
31 KS -2969 EvER Suit Costs
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